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“What makes a child gifted and talented may not always be good grades, but a
different way of looking at the world and learning.” Annual Day is an important
element of our school’s calendar. It is an occasion of celebration where School
children showcase their talents through various songs, dance and skits based on
various themes with great zeal and enthusiasm.

This year the grand celebration was conducted virtually to kindle the spirit of
togetherness and encourage students to showcase their talents despite the difficult
times due to the pandemic restrictions.

‘RANGMANCH’ The virtual annual day event was woven around various themes
as per the age groups of students and were presented meticulously through a
spectacular performance by the students.

Cartoon World – for Kindergarten
Celebrations Around the world- for Grade 1 and 2
Colors of life- from Grade 3 to 5
Technology- from Grade 6-12

Our Respected Founder Chairman Sir- Mr. Surinder Kumar Ralli, Managing
Trustee Sir Mr. Siddharth Ralli and Principal Ma’am Mrs. Neha Ralli -presided the
show with their benign presence. The glittering ceremony unfolded with an
auspicious note and a mesmerizing Ganesh Vandana.



Tiny tots glided into the Fantasy World by becoming different Cartoon Characters
like Noddy, Popeye and Gummy Bear and spread the message of friendship,
courage, kindness and mankind. They mesmerized everyone with their cute and
energetic dance performance on the song “Hakuna Matata”

The students from Grade 1 and 2 took the spectators on an exciting journey of the
world under the theme ‘Flying the World with Rallians’ where they enjoyed
different festivals celebrated all around the world. Doll Dance (Japan), La
Tomatina (Spain), Flower Dance (Thailand), Balloon Fiesta (Mexico), Halloween
(USA) were the essence of the event. The props and costumes were the toppings on
the show.

Students from Grade 3 to 5 showcased that colours are an inseparable part of our
lives under the theme ‘Rang- The Colours of life’. Children beautifully depicted
the seven colours of RAINBOW-symbolizing various human emotions and stages
of human life.

Rallians from Grade 6-12 bounded the programme by a spectacular display of
performances on the theme- Technology. The highlights of the event were the
fusion dance, Robotic dance, dance from Doordarshan times to current time. A
blend of skit, nukkad natak, various dances, and stunning acting performances
intensified the show. It showcased the advancement of Technology in today’s era.

The event concluded after the breathtaking Grand Finale. The school management
showered heartiest gratitude to the parents, without the cooperation of whom, the
event would not have been a great success.

Overall, the entire objective to create a harmonious bond between parents and
school was attained. Our proud parents congratulated and shared their valuable
feedback by appreciating their child’s talent. The event was a great success and
was well appreciated by all. This Annual Day celebration proved to be an
astounding virtual treat that enthralled every spectator connected to it virtually.




